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Dhaka, home of 15 million people, is a city of rivers that is a part of the bigger hydrological system of Bengal delta. Being a part of Bengal delta, this has a unique regional landscape characterized by water and green. The distinct landscape identity is guided by three significant factors: Geography, physiography, and cultural practice. Early traces of human settlements in Bengal delta found to be settling with the context in a harmonic way that gave rise to cultural landscape. The cultural way of settling with water and land is very local and distinctive which is now absent in the present-day Dhaka city.

The deltaic Dhaka now faces constant destruction of water bodies, public space, and green areas due to uncontrolled development and wild urbanization resulting in
environmental, ecological, and social disparity. Present Dhaka is becoming less resilient. Moreover, the reduction of water-permeable open spaces results in decrease of the percolation areas causing the water level depletion of the Madhupur aquifer on which Dhaka city stands. Therefore, Dhaka needs immediate attention in rethinking the possibility and role of water and green. Dhaka can be a distinctive 'Bengali City' instead of being fated as a problematic city. To envision a modern Bengali city Dhaka needs a context-based strategy, culture-based design, and climate-responsive resolution to the water. This paper explores the constantly shifting landscape trajectory of Dhaka. The research investigates the precedence of settlement, Dhaka’s development trajectory and a taxonomy of public open space. Based on the precedence, the study attempts to trace back the archetype of land-water interfaces of Bengal across different scale. This research is an effort to understand the archetypes and subsequently the metamorphosis of this type to consider their future adaptation considering pressing urbanization, climate change, etc.
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